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What is a Science Gateway?
• Web and desktop interfaces to remote 
science and engineering resources
• Supercomputers, clusters, clouds
• Mass storage systems, data services
• Provide Software as a Service
• Support replicability
• Capture metadata about what you did to 
get a result
• Support collaboration
• Share metadata
SimCCS Images

SimVascular (above) and 
PHASTA (left) CFD solver 
executions on diverse HPC 
systems enabled using 
Apache Airavata based 
science gateways.
We support 
ABAQUS 
through 
SEAGrid.org, an 
Airavata client 
gateway
Our Approach
• Provide a “platform as a 
service” for gateways.
• Treat each gateway as a 
tenant
• Allow tenants to 
manage their own 
resources, users, 
applications
• Make it open source
• Including “infrastructure 
as code” for production 
deployments
Authentication and Identity Management
We use an actor-artifact approach for 
metadata sharing that is optimized for each 
actor to be associated with many artifacts 
Anatomy of an 
Application 
Execution
Apache Airavata-Apache Helix Throughput
We can also create 
more flexible and 
elaborate execution 
patterns with the 
Airavata-Helix 
integration 
Hartl and Crossley compared 
two different formulations of 
Navier-Stokes equations to 
simulate turbulence. 
• Dashed lines are Method 1
• Solid lines are Method 2
• Symbols come from 
experiments
Can you “eye-ball” this and 
make conclusions? 
• A: No
Hartl, J. and Crossley, W.A., 2019. 
Application of a Verification and 
Validation Framework for 
Turbulence Modeling of Swirling 
Diffuser Flow. In AIAA Scitech
2019 Forum (p. 0501).
Area Metrics emphasize 
differences between 
experiment and 
simulation, incorporate 
uncertainties, maybe less 
susceptible to 
presentation obscuration. 
Hartl, J. and Crossley, W.A., 2019. Application of a Verification and Validation Framework for 
Turbulence Modeling of Swirling Diffuser Flow. In AIAA Scitech 2019 Forum (p. 0501).
VVUQ requires a lot of 
bookkeeping to manage 
numerous simulations 
and their post-processors. 
This is what science 
gateways do. 
Private Sector Considerations
• “On premise” deployments for clients with strong IP and security 
considerations
• ”On premise” includes cloud providers
• Integrate vendor’s authentication mechanism 
• Hybrid platform/on-premise approach
• Run agents on target resources that directly manage application executions 
and data. 
• More work, but more interesting
Conclusions
• Science gateways can be used to simplify access to modeling and 
simulation applications.
• Building gateways from scratch is difficult.
• We have developed a hosted, multi-tenanted platform to simplify 
building and operating gateways
• “Shared nothing” architecture
• Integrates third party components (KeyCloak, Helix, etc) for major capabilities
• But sometimes we have to build it ourselves (Sharing Service).
More Information
• My email: marpierc@iu.edu
• Apache Airavata: https://airavata.apache.org/
• SGRC: https://sgrc.iu.edu/
